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ArtZero Launches 1st Annual ZeroWeek to Inspire Work Towards
a Carbon Neutral Future—Our Better Future

April 2021—Portland, OR—New venture ArtZero kicks-off its flagship community programming
with ZeroWeek encouraging artists, museums, galleries, and public art spaces to go carbon
neutral for one week each year. Naturally paired with Earth Day celebrations on April 22,
ZeroWeek offers a new series of events geared to create awareness around the importance of
carbon neutral and sustainable creative and artistic practices. With expansion planned for the
coming years, educational programming, workshops, and exhibits hosted by local museums,
galleries, studios, and community spaces, will be offered to engage everyone in this vital
conversation.

ArtZero guides artists through the carbon neutral transformation process with
access to programs that directly reduce our overall carbon footprint.

ArtZero enables artists to participate in the global reforestation movement, and encourage them
to change their materials and processes. Creative gathering spaces can get on board, too, by
changing their products and practices to help achieve a carbon neutral world by 2050. In
alignment with the Paris Climate Accord, when we calculate our creative carbon footprints and
purchase appropriate offsets, carbon neutrality IS achievable.

ZeroWeek’s opening event is scheduled at Oranj Studio in Portland, OR, on Sunday, April 18th
from 3:00 to 5:00pm. The studio space is going completely carbon neutral during this special
spring show with works from three featured artists—Kanani Miyamoto and Eric Dayton (in
collaboration), and Jonathan Green—to be measured, certified, and offset by ArtZero as carbon
neutral. The studio’s and each featured artist’s work, along with their carbon assessments and
offsets, will be publicly viewable on the ArtZero website. The entire process will be documented
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to inspire other artists to not only understand the process of carbon measurements and artwork
certification but to start their own journeys towards achieving a carbon neutral future in their
creative work.

ArtZero invites galleries, exhibit spaces, studios, and museums to participate in several, simple
ways that offer big impact. The first way is to become an official ZeroWeek location: When your
space engages in this way, you’ll have a dedicated page on the ZeroWeek site, access to our
daily social media content, and an invitation to participate in our podcast, interviews, and social
media takeover events. The second way is to become an official partner and take advantage of
our programs spanning education, resource sharing, and community engagement programming.
Together, we can get to the hard work of securing a carbon neutral future.

###
About ArtZero

ArtZero guides artists, museums, and gallery spaces in understanding and educating their
communities with tools that change artistic practices to reach the common goal of a carbon
neutral future. This goal specifically aligns with the UN’s Paris Accord 2050, and aligns with
ArtZero’s belief that art is one innovative solution to saving our environment.

For artists, ArtZero offers guidance to adopt specific carbon neutral practices to continue
creating in an environmentally-aware way. Artists sign-up to become carbon neutral, use
ArtZero’s carbon calculator to measure their works, and then choose materials and processes to
avoid adding to the climate crisis.

For more information about ArtZero, ZeroWeek, and related programs and certifications, please
join our community! Follow us (IG & twitter): @ArtZeroNow
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